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Abstract: In regular practise many users are used to web application which consist of web server, web forms and database. The  

backend web application are exposed to vulnerable and unauthorised attacks as the web users are increasing day by day. Web 

application can have responsive and secret data which are stored in database. Users give data to web application which in turn 

retrieve data from the database through SQL through SQL query.  During this process injection attack takes place which is most 

powerful and popular attack for system hacking. By using SQL attack, attackers can get your information, access the system and 

can manage your overall application. In this paper we exemplify SQLIA method and finding and anticipation tools. 
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I.  INTRODUCTION 

 

Web applications where top secret data are stored in 

database are usually accessible. Web application accepts 

the data from the users and the connected data is retrieved 

from the database through SQL queries. SQL injection 

attack is very susceptible and most admired attack which 

is user in system cracking. Application can be injured by 

SQL injection in which the attacker can gain access of full 

information by using prohibited technique. So invader can 

able to organize more web application by retrieving, 

updating and removing the data from the database when 

ever  user right to use the web application and input the 

data in the input fields. These all the process becomes part 

of the SQL query which is worked on or written at the 

backend. For example- we take login id and password 

form, where both of login id and password form the part 

of the internal SQL query. First the SQL query is 

executed on the dataset to verify whether the login id and 

password both matches with the records present in the 

table on the database. The attacker who wishes to get 

access to login id or password provides injected code in 

its place of accurate input in the input fields. The 

Provided injected code changes the formation of the 

original SQL structure and consequently permit the 

attacker to get the information it was not authorized. 

Using this type of attack attackers can alter the real query 

with injected SQL query. Attackers can put the injected 

query or new SQL keyword instead of original query. 

This injected query shaped syntactically correct but when 

concatenated among SQL where in return the database 

will be changed, extracted or even dropped. 

 

 

II. CATEGORIES OF SQL INJECTION ASSAULT 

 

First order assault- In any application suppose if we are 

entering the malicious string into the input field means the 

actual query is malformed and altered code is run 

immediately. In existing declaration union function is 

added to run as a next declaration which is similar to in 

existing statement sub-query is added. Like adding up a 

query state such as OR 1=1.   

 

The second order assault- An invader can modify or insert 

the trustworthy resource such as unrelenting storage 

space. One object is created by the attacker can create one 

entity that is called the malevolent database entity such as 

function was called as piece of an API and also they can  

set up hazardous constructs all the way through using 

double quotation marks. 

 

Lateral Injection- An illegal punter can change the 

concealed function by shifting the ecological variables. In 

PL/SQL method that doesn’t take user input can be 

demoralized by an attacker. Suppose the user data type is 

date or number means that variable can be concatenated 

into wording of SQL declaration and this way the risk of 

injection is increasing.  

 

III. SQL INJECTION PROCESS- 

 

By using a number of methods the invader can put on way 

in to web applications and also using web application's 

key fields or concealed parameters the not permitted user 

can access the web applications. To access the resources 

the intruder will add SQL statement through the web 
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application's key fields or concealed parameters is well-

known as SQL Injection Assault (SQLIA). Intruders can 

be successful when we are using short input validation in 

web applications. An illegal user access to fetch or insert 

the data in database that is considered as SQL injection 

 

A.COMMON PROCESS IN WEB APPLICATION-  

Generally by giving user inputs to the application server 

the user can send request and this is the normal way 

process in web applications.  

 

 
Fig 1. Process in web application 

 

The SQL query is generated by the application server and 

then the report is submitted to the backend database. The 

result is retrieved from the database .Fig.1 shows the 

general User input method in web application. 

 

B. Malicious Input practice in web Application 

When the invader enters malicious input in the key field 

that is considered as SQLIA and secret code as not needed 

and this malicious input SQL query is malformed is for all 

time considered being true. Fig shows the malicious input 

method in web application.   

 
Fig.2 Malicious Input process 

 

IV.ATTACK METHODS IN SQL INJECTION- 

 

By using many methods one can attack the web 

applications. Following are the few methods to assault the 

web applications. 

1. Tautology based SQL Injection- According to 

tautology-based attack, using the conditional OR operator 

the code is injected so that the query forever considered 

being true. Generally Tautology-based SQL injection 

attacks are go around user validation and dig out 

information by inserting a tautology in the SQL query. 

Tautology based statement condition is constantly true 

because it depends on condition similar to that 1=1. Here 

one example for vulnerable clause in SQL query. 

Example:  Actual query: Select * from EMP where 

u_id="AAA" and pwd="BBB"; 

Inject query- Select * from EMP where u_id="or 1=1-" 

and pwd="not essential". 

End result: It returns * of all employees. 

2. Statement Injection- When the actual SQL query is 

injected by new SQL queries the actual query will be 

changed. 

Example:   

Real query: Select * from emp where u_id="AAA" and 

pwd="BBB". 

Injected query: Select * from employee where u_id=" "; 

Delete from employee where u_id="AAA"--"and 

pwd="not necessary” 

3. Stored Procedures-when cluster of SQL statements 

compiled into distinct carrying out plan is known as 

stored procedures. 

Example – Considering the below stored procedure: 

CREATE PROCEDURE new_dept (new IN varchar2, old 

IN varchar update department set dept=''' || new || '''  where 

dept= '''|| old || ''';' || 'END;’ DBMS_OUTPUT.PUT_LINE 

('line: ' || line);  

EXECUTE IMMEDIATE line; 

END;   

 

The above procedure has two input fields namely old 

department name and new department name. This will 

lead to attacker can injects the code [" ‟; SHUTDOWN;--

] in any of the two fields. The affected code generates the 

below query: Update department Set dept =‟abc‟; 

SHUTDOWN; -- where dept=‟aaa‟. At the current stage, 

the attack from the hacker acts likes the injection 

statement attack where the injected query is made to 

execute with the actual query using query delimiter. 

4. Illogical/Incorrect queries-   When the hacker wants to 

collect information about the database structure which 

was situated internally within of application, the hacker 
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directly inputs wrong information in the input fields. The 

invader access the data from the fault displayed.    

Original URL: www.godrej.com/proucts?id=23 

Injected Query: 

www.godrej.com/product?id=23‟  

 

5. Union query- By expending SQL keyword, the injected 

query is joined with the injected query UNION, to select 

the objects from the table.  

Example: Real Query: - select * from user where u_ id= 

xyz123 

Injected Query: - select * from user where u_id=”xyz123‟ 

UNION select * from user‟  

Result: -This gives record of all u_id from users. 

6. Alternate encoding- 

To side-step the authentication on participation the 

aggressor inserts different coding like ASCII, Unicode, 

EBDDIC and Hexadecimal. 

Example:-  

Real Query: - select * from user where user_id 

=”abc123‟ and pwd=”xxx‟ 

Inserted Query: select * from user where user_id =" "; 

exec (char (0x73687574646f775436e))--‟ and pwd=”not 

essential‟.  

Result: - The SHUTDOWN hexadecimal cost is accepted 

to the char () function. This code will implement the 

SHUTDOWN facility and side-step the participation 

authentication. 

7. Inference - To get the information from the database 

unknowingly the attacker will analyze the data.  When 

person is intelligent to suppose from slight evidence 

additional dynamic material about a database without 

unswervingly opening it an interpretation spasm occurs. 

There are two most important types of Implication attack: 

Unseeing Inoculation and Judgement Spell. 

 

Blind Injection-This occurrence asks inquiry which will 

bounce answer as true or false established on the 

submissions answer. This attack is frequently happened 

when the web application is constructed to display general 

mistake messages, but has not mitigated the code that is 

defenceless to SQL shot.  

Example-When we examine for some item for 

consumption in a website, we see approximately alike the 

succeeding in URL:  

 Original Query - :  www.godrej.compnay/product?id=32 

Injected Query- : www.godrej.company?id=32 or 

“1”=”0” 

This will be translated into subsequent SQL query:- 

Select * from TABLE where id=”32” or “1”=”0” 

Result: - that enquiry will come continually as false which 

will come as fault message that deduces the material from 

nearby table like table name. 

 

Timing Attacks- By setting the condition like time delay 

in SQL condition the attacker can enter. If the condition is 

correct, the hold-up take place. During this delay attackers 

will collect the information's. 

 

V. SQL INJECTION DETECTION & PREVENTION 

TOOLS- 

 

1. JDBC-Checker - This is established to check attack 

that takes compensation of nature disparity in animatedly 

generated enquiry strings.   

 

2. ADMIRE-This is a prototype which provides a full and 

step by step method to find and restrained the outcome of 

SQL Vaccination.  

 

3. SQL-PRO- This tool,  SQL substitution  base blockers  

which fetched the user inputs  from SQL query of the 

applications  and check  it  at the side of  syntactic 

construction of query,  this uses proxy that flawlessly 

integrates with  the old operational environments giving 

protection to front end web attendant  and  backend 

databases..  

 

4. WAVES-This is black box method for finding the SQL 

injection vulnerabilities. This tool use to find the ways to 

inject SQLIA in web applications. . It continuously 

monitors the application how it reacting to attacks by 

utilizes machine learning  

  

5. SQLRand- It is kind of system to preventing SQLIA 

against web server. By using randomized SQL query 

language one can identify and abandon the queries that 

contains injected query. SQL standard keywords are 

manipulated by adding the random number at the last 

attacker cannot effortlessly guess, to them. According to 

this system one proxy server linking client web server and 

SQL server. The uncategorized request is inward from 

client and conveys query to the server. The proxy’s parser 

will fail to recognize the randomized query when SQLIA 

has occurred and it will reject it.  

 

6. POSITIVE TAINTING- This is documentation and 

design off important database. This is used to track  the 

hope marks  strings  and  perform  syntax aware  

estimation i.e. SQL  explaining of query  strings  to 

discriminate  correct and non-correct  shares. The string 
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which   has characters without faith marking will not 

allow passing database 

 

7. AMNESIA: This uses grouping of standing 

examination & self-motivated security to spot and check 

SQLIA. It comprises of 4 foremost phases:  

1. Classify hotspot- It examines the request to recognize 

the hotspot argument that will give SQL queries under the 

database  

2. Form SQL question classical- For every hotspot it 

build the archetypal that embodies the totally potential 

interrogations that could be engendered at that hotspot. 

 3. Appliance Request- At both hotspots in application 

additionally adds call to runtime monitor. 

4. Runtime monitoring- It evaluate the vigorously opened 

queries with the SQL query representation at the run time 

and refuse and inform queries that abuse the model  

8. SQL DO-This create one session per counter and for 

each class table one technique per probable process per 

support, production  the API both in enough and  

unwieldy. All mapping data will be right to use statically 

to keep away from pointless object repetition.  

9. VIPER-This customs empirical tactic for noticing SQL 

Vaccination. It trusts on knowledge dishonourable of 

Heuristics those leaders the group of SQL inquiries 

.Primarily it analyses the web submission with the 

purpose of defining its hyperlinks building of recognizing 

its contribution procedures. Then it loads the sequence of 

values SQL attacker. Then it relates the answer produced 

by web application with library of standard term 

associated to fault information that database can create.  

10. CANDID- by  successive  submission  on  applicant  

feedbacks it compute  the  projected query  that are self-

evidently  non- offensive.  It generates gentle sample 

input for each client input. It runs program at the same 

time over real input and applicant input .It creates 

applicant query beside with real query. 

 

VII. CONCLUSION 

 

From this paper one can get idea about the hole which can 

be protected by code or guard safety measures similar to 

firewalls. Before introducing to the code should be 

checked and it is mandatory. The people who are 

connected to maintain record, DBA and additional 

persons should be very careful in familiarizing   their sites 

on Internet. SQL Injection Attacks are the hazardous 

attacks to the applications on Internet. The goal of the 

invader is to get right to use to the database. So here we 

have analyzed all familiar attack ways and provided 

design for all of them and we have projected one way out 

for input justification.  
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